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 Introduction
Contemporary historians make a clear distinction between history and the past. For Keith 
Jenkins, the past are the events that have already occurred, are finished, and can only be brought 
back in books, articles and documents. “The past is gone,” he writes, and history, is merely “what 
historians make of [the past] when they go to work.”1 In horror, that which is gone stubbornly 
reoccurs: the past comes back to haunt us and, more often than not, its return unravels as a material, 
tangible event. Ghosts, revenants, zombies, and a multitude of other creatures are all very literal 
embodiments of the past, thrust back into the present from the depths of oblivion. Horror monsters 
are the past incarnate. The idea of their corporeal re-emergence in the present is monstrous in itself 
and acceptable only as part of fantastic narrative.
 Barry Keith Grant sees horror films as contemporary instances of mass-mediated cultural 
myths.2 He argues that horror responds to fears and anxieties that are both universal (for example, the 
fear of death, or regression into a more primitive beastly state), and more historically and culturally 
specific (for example, Cold War anxieties in the 1950s American atomic era monster movies, or 
the apprehension of post-1989 German unification in the 1990s German horror). These fears are 
presented in terms of transgression, spawning unnameable creatures which are neither dead nor alive 
(undead), mutated, or whose biology is not known to man.3 Grant concludes that horror films “are 
more about the time and place in which they were made than when their plots are set, and that they 
reflect the values and ideology of the culture that produced them.”4 
 Horror films and books may tell us much about the cultural moment of their production 
but this does not change the fact that they also function as archives of the past. Sometimes these 
archives are represented within the texts in the form of libraries or antiquary shops with their 
collections of old documents and artefacts. As such, they become the sites of initial transgression, 
leading the protagonists to temptation by their offering of forbidden objects and manuscripts. M.R. 
James’ classic ghost stories abound in haunted historical artefacts and creepy antiquaries that collect 
them. Romero’s zombies rise from a Pittsburgh cemetery, another organised collection of that which 
is gone. In The Cabin in the Woods (dir. Drew Goddard, 2012), five protagonists discover a hidden 
room filled with an assortment of rare objects, each determining a unique way of its holder’s untimely 
demise. In Reincarnation/Rinne (dir. Takashi Shimizu, 2005), the re-emergence of a missing video-
recording of a killing spree in a countryside hotel is connected to yet another form of returning past, 
as the reincarnated killer is forced to relive his murders and subsequent suicide. Without archives 
like those horror narratives would not be able to progress, their protagonists unable to transgress. At 
1  Keith Jenkins, Re-thinking History (London & New York: Routledge, 2003), 7-8.
2  Barry Keith Grant, “Screams on Screens: Paradigms of Horror,” Loading… 4.6 (2010): 3.
3  Ibid., 4.
4  Ibid., 6.
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the same time, however, the same archives can also function as the sites of salvation, their collections 
allowing for the final re-constitution of the present and the re-burial of the past. Just as it was 
resurrected through its material trace, the past can be vanquished by returning it to its original 
collection.
On another level, modern horror narratives resort to the archivization of past and current 
events in order to affirm their own authenticity. In doing so, they follow what Anne Williams called 
the “male Gothic formula” characterised by its acknowledgement of multiple points of view, which 
include contradictory opinions of protagonists, scholarly textbooks, press and television reports, 
interviews with experts, or even official government documents.5 This additional information, often 
constructed as objective and “scientific,” mitigates the viewers’ emotional involvement in the story 
and distances them from the perspective of the protagonists.6 Williams’ male Gothic category can 
easily be seen as applicable to a great majority of 20th- and 21st-century horror texts (both literary 
and cinematic). Its dependence on documenting and rationalizing the unfolding events leads to the 
suspension of disbelief and acceptance of the supernatural and unexplained phenomena as simply 
another part of reality. Both male Gothic and contemporary horror also favour tragic plots where 
narrative closure is uncertain.7 
Contemporary horror often turns to real-life inspired stories to satisfy their audiences’ taste 
for the sensational but also to rationalise the experience of fear and liberate the genre from its 
earlier supernatural premises. After all, “real” monsters, be it serial killers, drunk drivers or corrupt 
government officials are more terrifying precisely because they are real. Real-life-inspired horror 
films are certainly not an unusual phenomenon, particularly in relation to true crime and criminal 
biographies, the details of which can easily be verified in a multiplicity of external sources. In the 
case of supernatural horror, these sources are often fictitious, yet created in such a way as to maintain 
the pretence of their authenticity. This, however, does not necessarily apply to Asian horror films, 
since in many Asian countries modernization did not eradicate the belief in the supernatural to the 
extent that happened in the cultures that wholeheartedly subscribed to Euro-centric rationalism, 
allowing for the perception of ghosts as equally “real” as serial killers and corrupt governments.
This article discusses selected contemporary Thai horror films which utilize records 
of authentic events as part of their fictional supernatural plots. Seeing that all horror films are 
repositories of cultural memory and their horrific contents can be linked to the representation of 
cultural traumas, this article draws on the psychoanalytically-informed studies of collective memory, 
history, trauma and the horror genre to discuss the Thai horror films’ strategies of archivization 
of the past. The main focus of the article are commercial genre productions which were released 
theatrically in Thailand and which were produced with a mass audience in mind. Smaller, festival-
5  Anne Williams, Art of Darkness: A Poetics of Gothic (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 102-3. 
6  Ibid.
7  Ibid.
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oriented independent and experimental productions are omitted from the discussion, since many 
of these films remain relatively inaccessible to general Thai audiences as they lack local distribution 
channels (both theatrical and DVD distributors).8 
Thai Horror Film, Cultural Memory and Collective Trauma
Cathy Caruth defines trauma as a process that through reflection, representation and 
imagination links the past to the present.9 A sociologist, Kai Erikson made a distinction between 
individual and collective trauma defining the latter as “a blow to the basic tissues of social life that 
damages the bonds attaching people together and impairs the prevailing sense of communality.”10 
Collective trauma turns a community into a collection of damaged individuals, and if it is caused 
by humans it is likely to permanently alter worldviews. Cultural trauma, a tear in collective 
memory affecting a collective self-image, invokes a process of mediation that aims to reconfigure 
this collective identity through collective representation.11 It is a lengthy and repetitive process, 
relying on the externalisation of trauma through mass-mediated narratives inviting public reflection. 
Horror cinema’s historical inclinations, fascination with all forms of physical and mental wound, 
and widespread audience have made the genre particularly suitable for the task. 
Shared memory provides the ground for continuous reflection without which groups cannot 
solidify. Cultural memory, “maintained through cultural formation (texts, rites, monuments) and 
institutional communication (recitation, practice, observance)”12 allows for the concretion of 
identity, reconstructs the past, allows for the crystallization and organization of communicated 
meaning, and induces reflexivity.13 This obsession with the “meticulous reconstitution” of the 
past, Pierre Nora argues, has turned memory into a gigantic archive relying on “the materiality of 
8  Films of Apichatpong Weerasethakul are not included in the discussion here since they do not fit the standard 
definitions of the horror genre, as they define it in terms of its intended effect, by its recurring elements, 
its attitudes towards them, and by its main goal, which is to frighten and disgust its audience. See Grant, 
“Screams on Screens,” 3; Bruce F. Kawin, Horror and the Horror Film (London: Anthem Press, 2012), 4. This 
article also subscribes to Linda Williams’ classification of horror as “the body genre” eliciting physiological 
responses from the body associated with revulsion and terror. See Linda Williams, “Film Bodies: Gender, 
Genre, and Excess,” Film Quarterly 44.4 (1991): 3-5. While many films of Weerasethakul feature supernatural 
elements, it is rather obvious that elicitation of fear and disgust is not the driving motivation of the director, 
which is why it is difficult to see these films as clear-cut representatives of the horror genre. 
9  Cathy Caruth qtd. in Ron Eyerman, Cultural Trauma: Slavery and the Formation of African American Identity 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 3.
10  Kai Erikson, qtd. in Peter Homans, “Introduction,” Symbolic Loss: The Ambiguity of Mourning and Memory at 
Century’s End, ed. Peter Homans (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2000), 28.
11  Eyerman, Cultural Trauma, 4, 6.
12  Jan Assmann, “Collective Memory and Cultural Identity,” trans. John Czaplicka, New German Critique 65 
(1995): 129.
13  Ibid., 130-3.
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the trace, the immediacy of the recording, the visibility of the image.”14 No longer spontaneous, 
memory crystallizes in, what Nora calls, “sites of memory” — museums, archives, cemeteries, 
festivals, anniversaries, etc. — “moments of history torn away from the movement of history, then 
returned.”15 In doing so, memory ceases to be memory and becomes history instead.16  
 Despite its apparent subjectivity, cultural memory, like history, lays its claim to the “truth.” 
Horror films have always been partial to “true” events-inspired stories of collective trauma. As works 
of fiction, however, they tend to pay more attention to the narrative structure than to the task of 
reconstructing reality. Five films to date, for instance, (not counting videos, remakes and sequels) 
have claimed their connection to the case of an American serial killer, Ed Gein: Psycho (dir. Alfred 
Hitchcock, 1960), The Texas Chain Saw Massacre (dir. Tobe Hooper, 1974), Deranged (dir. Jeff 
Gillen and Allan Ormsby, 1974), The Silence of the Lambs (dir. Jonathan Demme, 1991) and Ed 
Gein (dir. Chuck Parello, 2000). Apart from the fact that all these films are strikingly different, 
none of them (not even the biopic), favours the documentary approach that aims at discovering 
the “truth” over a gripping story. Instead, they offer a loose interpretation of the events rather than 
painstakingly reconstructing police evidence and official reports, which, it is safe to say, are normally 
less entertaining than fiction. 
Compare this to a Thai true-crime-inspired film The House/Baan Phii Sing (dir. Monthon 
Arayangkoon, 2007) recollecting three notorious Thai murder cases from the last half-century. In 
1959, Nualchawee Petchrung’s body was discovered in the Chao Phraya River under a bridge in 
Nonthanburi which today (unofficially) bears her name. Nualchawee’s murder was orchestrated by 
her husband, Athip Suyansethakarn, who instructed another man to rape and kill her.17 In 1998, 
Jenjira Ployangunsri was murdered and dismembered by her boyfriend Serm Sakhonrat. Her body 
parts were found in the Bang Pakong River.18 Finally, in 2001, Phassaporn Boonkasemsanti’s DNA 
was recovered from a septic tank at one of Bangkok’s hotels. Her husband, Wisut Boonkasemsanti 
is believed to have killed her and disposed of the body by cutting it into pieces and flushing it down 
the hotel toilet.19 Although the main premise of The House is the existence of a house corrupted by 
evil capable of possessing its inhabitants and making them commit unspeakable acts, the appearance 
in the film of the authentic clothes worn by Nualchawee (today on display in the Siriraj Museum 
14  Pierre Nora, “Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire,” trans. Marc Roudebush, Representations 
26 (1989): 13.
15  Ibid., 12.
16  Ibid., 13.
17  William Warren and Nicholas Grossman, Chronicle of Thailand: Headline News since 1949 (Bangkok: Didier 
Millet, 2009).
18  “Killer Serm Released Early to Avoid Media,” The Nation (December 18, 2011), accessed June 20, 2012, 
http://www.nationmultimedia.com/national/Killer-Serm-released-early-to-avoid-media-30172103.html.
19  “Wisut’s Death Sentence Upheld,” Bangkok Post (August 7, 2007), accessed August 12, 2013, http://www.
bangkokpost.com/education/site2007/inau0707.htm.
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of Forensic Medicine) and the portrayal of the actors playing film-versions of Serm and Wisut in 
the poses immortalised by press photographs from their court trials serve a purely documentary 
function.
Thai horror films, like many other examples of the genre, “consistently appear as a cultural 
means of grappling with the past, with secrets and traumas still haunting the country.”20 These films, 
Adam Knee argues, engage Thai traditions and history in texts that return to the past as a source 
of supernatural narratives, in which the supernatural itself is the past returned.21 The clash between 
then and now (represented through the theme of haunting) arises as the result of unresolved events, 
or historical secrets which push their way into the present moment.22 The films acknowledge the past 
through revitalizing earlier folkloric and cinematic narratives, setting their stories in period settings, 
and juxtaposing different historical frameworks and perspectives.23 In doing so, contemporary Thai 
horror films can effectively be seen as archives of Thai cultural memory in a metaphorical sense. I 
shall argue, however, that many of these productions can additionally be seen in terms of Nora’s 
crystallized “sites of memory,” and that their archival function is taken to the extreme through their 
meticulous reconstruction of the documented events and serving as repositories of material traces 
of the past.
In 2010 and early 2011, Thai public attention was riveted on a strand of stories following the 
grisly discovery of 2002 aborted foetuses on the grounds of Wat Phai Ngern temple in Bangkok. Poj 
Arnon was quick to exploit the opportunity and just a few months later responded with 2002: The 
Unborn Child/Sop Dek 2002 (dir. Poj Arnon, 2011). The plot of the film quite predictably involves 
a ghost of an aborted baby taking revenge on its parents. Since abortion is illegal in Thailand, most 
procedures are carried out in secret, often by unqualified personnel. The foetuses found at Wat Phai 
Ngern reportedly came from several such underground clinics. The temple undertaker, who was 
being paid for the disposal of the foetuses, admitted having done so for over a year.24  
The gruesome collection that was eventually unearthed resulted from an unexpected 
failure of the cremation oven at the temple and the accumulation of deliveries awaiting its repair. 
Undoubtedly, the most iconic image from the event is the press photograph displaying rows after 
rows of bulging white plastic bags with red Chinese characters. The bags, posed in front of the 
temple storage units are surrounded by the uniformed officials starring in disbelief at their sheer 
20  Adam Knee, “Thailand Haunted: The Power of the Past in the Contemporary Thai Horror Film,” in Horror 
International, eds. Steven Jay Schneider and Tony Williams (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2005), 
156-157.
21  Ibid., 142.
22  Ibid., 152.
23  Ibid., 157.
24  Jaime Uribarri, “More Than 2,000 Human Fetuses Found in Buddhist Temple in Thailand,” New York Daily 
News (November 19, 2010), accessed September 27, 2013, http://articles.nydailynews.com/2010-11-9/news/ 
27081721_1_human-fetuses-buddhist-temple-underground-clinics.
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quantity. This and similar photographs taken from journalistic sources have been reproduced with 
amazing precision in the movie, demonstrating that the visualization of the “real-life” elements was 
more important to the filmmakers than the story, which seemed hastily put together to benefit from 
the aura of fear and superstition surrounding the event. 
In a similar fashion, the 2009 Santika nightclub fire was documented in the Flame episode 
of the horror omnibus Still/Tai Hong (dir. Chatchai Katenut, 2010). The fire, which erupted shortly 
after midnight on New Year’s Eve, has been attributed to a deadly combination of faulty electrical 
installation, sparklers, and fireworks, coupled with the lack of safety measures in the club. Over 
60 people lost their lives in the blazing inferno unable to find the way out and many more were 
injured. The film picks up several of the details from the press reports of the incident. We see the 
crowd lighting sparklers, fireworks being set off from the stage of a performing band, faulty plugs, 
flames spreading out from the ceiling, people being trapped in a bathroom, emergency exit doors 
that would not open — all the elements used to dramatize the account of the event.25 The much 
publicized image of the bodies of victims wrapped in white sheets laid out in front of the club was 
reproduced in the film’s poster.
This desire to reconstruct traumatic events is present in many cinematic narratives of ghostly 
retribution. In Backpackers, a segment of Phobia 2/Ha Phraeng (segment dir. Songyos Sugmanakan, 
2009) illegal Burmese migrants forced to traffic drugs in their stomachs die and return as bloodthirsty 
zombies. In 2008, Thai newspapers reported on the discovery of the bodies of 54 Burmese migrant 
workers who suffocated inside an unventilated seafood truck while being smuggled to Phuket. 
According to one of the survivors, the workers screamed for air and pounded on the container 
trying to alert the driver to turn on the air conditioning. They even tried calling the driver’s cell 
phone but he turned it off (all the events repeated in the film). When the driver finally stopped the 
car and discovered that more than half of his 121 passengers were dead he fled the scene leaving the 
truck behind.26 Most reports were accompanied by graphic pictures of the victims in T-shirts, shorts 
and flip-flops laid out on the ground near the truck, which again were reproduced very literally in 
the film.
The Thai fascination with the reconstruction of specific details of past traumatic events is so 
obvious that it is also easily picked up by outsiders. Hong Kong directors, Oxide and Danny Pang 
have a long-term connection with Thailand.27 Their arguably best-known horror film, The Eye/Gin 
25  Jonathan Head, “Disturbing Details in Thai Blaze Inquiry,” BBC News Online (April 4, 2009), accessed 
August 20, 2012, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/7981841.stm.
26  Sutin Wannabovorn, “54 Myanmar Workers Suffocate in Back of Truck in Thailand,” The China Post (April 
10, 2008), accessed April 26, 2013, http://www.chinapost.com.tw/news/2008/04/10/151335/54-Myanmar.
htm.
27  While the Pang brothers are commonly associated with Hong Kong cinema, a large portion of their early 
work is directly related to Thailand. Working together and individually, Oxide and Danny Pang directed 
several Thai and Thai-co-produced films, such as Bangkok Dangerous (2000), Som and Bank: Bangkok for 
Sale (2001), Nothing to Lose (2002) and The Tesseract (2003). Oxide Pang also co-directed Bangkok Haunted 
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gwai (2002) tells the story of Mun, whose newly transplanted corneas allow her to see ghosts and 
access somebody else’s memories. In search of answers Mun travels to Thailand where she learns that 
Ling (her donor) was able to “see” bad accidents about to happen. Ostracized by her community 
the girl eventually committed suicide. On her way back, Mun experiences a similar vision but is 
unable to save anyone from what ensues — a gigantic explosion that engulfs many vehicles and 
their passengers in flames. Although the exact location is never specified, to the Thai audience 
the reference to the notorious 1990 LPG Tanker explosion on New Petchabure Rd in Bangkok is 
obvious. On 24 September 1990, while trying to run the traffic lights, a Siam Gas Company truck 
carrying two 20,000 litre gas storage tanks tipped over at a busy intersection. The unsecured gas 
cylinders came loose, cracked and consequently exploded. The fire is reported to have raged for over 
24 hours, destroying 43 cars, 4 motorbikes, devastating 21 city blocks, and killing 59 people and 
injuring many more.28 The fact that the visualization of the accident in The Eye resembles the press 
photographs of the event may be easily dismissed as coincidental. Ultimately, all gas tank explosions 
are bound to look rather similar. At the same time, however, given that a substantial part of the film 
crew was Thai, the insertion of specific references to the accident into the scene also served the Thai 
horror’s desire for authentication. 
In all of the above productions, the referenced “real-life” event is just one element pertaining 
to the story, and although its positioning within the film is crucial for the construction of the climax 
or the characters, there seems to be absolutely no reason why the filmmakers would actually need to 
relate to the incidents in question. The climax of The Eye calls for the repetition of a fatal accident 
and the failure of the protagonist to save people from death despite her ability to predict it. Nothing 
in the plot indicates that this accident has to be the New Phetchaburi Rd. LPG tanker explosion. 
The zombies in Backpackers do not have to be the Burmese migrants that suffocated in a seafood 
truck. The ill-fated lovers in Flame do not have to burn at Santika, and the idea that every aborted 
foetus is bound to end up at Wat Phai Ngern is rather far-fetched. The true crime references in The 
House certainly add realism to the story but they do little to explain the demons living in the house 
pillar. 
Thailand is well known for its thriving animistic practices, among them the widespread belief 
(2001) with Pisut Praesangeam and The Remaker/Kon Raruek Chat (2005) with Mona Nahm (although 
he eventually removed his name as one of the directors of the film and is officially only mentioned as the 
producer). Although The Eye franchise, featuring 4 films to date, is officially listed as Hong Kong, or Hong 
Kong-Singaporean production this is to a certain extent a debatable issue. Three out of four films, including 
the original, feature large parts shot in Thailand, in Thai, and involved the work of predominantly Thai crew. 
Given that Thailand has been one of the directors’ countries of residence and that they both speak Thai, 
within the Thai film industry they are frequently considered to be Thai filmmakers and their early films are 
frequently quoted as “Thai.” 
28  “20th Anniversary of Devastating Bangkok Gas Explosion,” Pattaya Daily News (September 28, 2010), accessed 
August 20, 2012, http://www.pattayadailynews.com/en/2010/09/28/20th-anniversary-of-devastating-new-
petchaburi-road-gas-explosion/. 
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that the spirits of the violently dead (phi tai hong) are capable of bringing illness and misfortune, 
but also luck with lottery numbers. Any accident site is likely to be immediately garnished with 
offerings to ward off bad luck and invite good fortune, and the greater the death toll, or the more 
horrific the incident, the more reports of ghost sightings are recorded. Tapping into that reservoir 
of fear and excitement generated by local ghost stories is something Thai filmmakers actively seek, 
as it authenticates the film (which brings us back to Williams’ arguments on male Gothic) but also 
allows for the shortening of the exposition — there is no need to explain the background of the story 
since the audience is already familiar with it. Not all the stories behind the local ghosts, however, are 
equally familiar. When the repression of trauma is sanctioned (or demanded) by the authorities and 
the traumatic incidents removed from collective memory, the haunting it produces may be seen as 
more problematic. 
Silenced Memories
Hayden White described history as a narrative discourse, “a verbal structure […] generally 
poetic, and specially linguistic in nature.”29 As a discourse, history inevitably becomes a construct, 
a personal narrative of the historian who guides us through his own interpretations of the past. The 
relationship between the past and the present is reciprocal. Just as we are the products of the past, the 
past “as we know it” is also a construction of ours.30 As a discourse, history also becomes a contested 
term because discourses are in a continuous flux, “de-composed and re-composed,” “positioned 
and positioning,” and always in need of “constant self-examination as discourses by those who use 
them.”31 Narratives, additionally, envision the universe with man at its centre and narration implies 
a subjective approach to making sense of the world.32 Inevitably then, history means different 
things to different people. It is structured and restructured to serve contesting purposes. Sanitised 
of undesirable conflict to promote an image of group unity, and filled with idolised individuals and 
exemplary anti-heroes, history justifies the present distribution of power, designating certain groups 
to the invisible margins, or providing grounds, strategies and tactics for revolution. Historical 
narratives are a response to the threatening experience of time. They introduce the principle of 
continuity to the past, the present and the future and are instrumental in establishing the identity 
of their authors and audiences.33 
Historical inclinations of horror are understandably characteristic of the genre that evolved 
29  Hayden White qtd. in Jörn Rüsen, History: Narration-Interpretation-Orientation (New York & Oxford: 
Berghahn Books, 2005), 9.
30  Jenkins, Re-thinking History, 15.
31  Ibid., 11-2.
32  Rüsen, History, 3.
33  Ibid., 11.
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from historical romance novels. Early Gothic romances used medieval settings to exploit the terrors 
of the French revolution. Victorian and Edwardian ghost stories reached out to the archaic past to 
deal with the excesses of colonialism. Early Hollywood horror movies told and retold the stories set 
in feudal Europe, equivalent for their American audience with the horrors of the “uncivilized” times. 
The contemporary turn in post-1960s horror cinema did not disconnect it from history either. 
Modern horror’s relationship with history is most frequently established through psychoanalytically-
oriented Trauma Studies, a theoretical study of the representation of traumatic historical events, 
recognised as wounds in cultural memory. Film scholars, like Adam Lowenstein and Linnie Blake 
have successfully demonstrated the relationship between the psychological and socio-cultural 
consequences of historical trauma and the horror film, and argued that horror cinema “is ideally 
positioned to expose the psychological, social and cultural ramifications of the ideologically 
expedient will to ‘bind up the nation’s wounds’”34 and that horror film’s “generic codes enable us 
[…] to address not only the desires, quandaries and anxieties of the psychological unconscious, but 
those of the political unconscious that underpins them.”35 
In Shocking Representation, Lowenstein speaks of “allegorical moments,” which he defines 
as “a shocking collision of film, spectator, and history where registers of bodily space and historical 
time are disrupted, confronted, and intertwined.”36 In The Wounds of Nations, Blake argues that 
specific horror sub-genres, such as the hillbilly horror, or the necrophiliac romance allow for “a re-
creation, re-visitation or re-conceptualisation of traumatic memories that lie buried deep within the 
national psyche.”37 Re-evaluating horror bodies and body horror films38 in relation to major, nation-
defining historical moments (war, genocide, political conflict or prolonged periods of particularly 
traumatising political governance) and their cultural memories, both studies draw heavily on the 
Freudian concept of mourning, an attempt at resolving trauma by remembering, repeating and 
thus externalising the loss. Should we wish to apply these theories to Asian ghost films, however, we 
must also account for the relationship between trauma and haunting, as ghost films are frequently 
positioned as the exact opposite of “body horror.”39 
Avery Gordon distinguishes between haunting and trauma and argues that while trauma binds 
34  Linnie Blake, The Wounds of Nations: Horror Cinema, Historical Trauma and National Identity (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2012), 2.
35  Ibid., 6.
36  Adam Lowenstein, Shocking Representation: Historical Trauma, National Cinema, and the Modern Horror Film 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2005), 2.
37  Blake, 187.
38  Body horror is generally defined as the genre in which the horror is primarily derived from the graphic 
destruction or degeneration of the body.
39  At the same time, however, seeing that a great majority of ghosts in Asian horror movies have traditionally been 
represented as very corporeal and material creatures, Asian ghost films are also partial to the excesses of body 
horror. Indeed, many contemporary Asian ghost films seem to focus more on the spectacular destruction of 
bodies (living and ghostly) than on haunting as such. This is certainly true of many recent Thai horror films.  
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us to the repression of the terrible event and its displaced repetition, haunting, on the other hand, 
has a capacity to trigger a “something-to-be-done.”40 For Gordon, haunting is “an animated state in 
which a repressed or unresolved social violence is making itself known,”41 and the spectres it raises 
alter our experience of linear time.42 Her sentiments are echoed in Bliss Cua Lim’s observation that 
ghost stories should be seen as provocations to historical re-examinations, as hauntings contradict 
the idea that the past is inert and left behind.43 Lim argues that in ghost films, the appearance of the 
supernatural is used to articulate historical injustice,44 and that such ghostly returns of traumatic 
events disrupt the boundaries between different temporalities in order to prompt the present’s 
answerability for the misdeeds committed in the past.45 
 Adam Knee recognizes contemporary Thai horror films’ engagement with the past and 
their desire to reveal and resolve historical secrets. Contesting history, however, is a difficult task in 
Thailand, where the state repression of opinions that can be seen as challenging the existing political 
status quo remains rife. Thai and international publications on Thai history face the risk of being 
banned if they dare to question the official national historical narrative; local and foreign journalists 
are often prevented from reporting on past and current political events, their voices dismissed 
as “subversive attempts to undermine social unity.”46 The excuse of maintaining social harmony, 
frequently used to silence inconvenient cultural memories, has resulted in creating a number of 
unmentionable topics and produced generations of Thais having very limited knowledge of their 
own country’s past. Thai history textbooks remain under strict control of consecutive governments 
and focus mostly on the glorification of the ancient kingdom of Siam under the reign of benevolent 
kings.47 Coups, rebellions, revolutions and anti-government protests, sites of national trauma 
existing on the margins of the memorable past, have become the great historical unspeakable and, 
inevitably, continue to produce their own cultural ghosts. 
40  Avery Gordon, “Some Thoughts on Haunting and Futurity,” Borderlands 10.2 (2011): 2-3. 
41  Gordon, “Haunting and Futurity,” 2.
42  Gordon, 2.
43  Bliss Cua Lim, “Spectral Times: The Ghost Film as Historical Allegory,” Positions 9.2 (2001): 288.
44  Lim, “Spectral Times,” 288.
45  Lim, 288-289.
46  Thongchai Winichakul, “Remembering/Silencing the Traumatic Past: The Ambivalent Memories of the 
October 1976 Massacre in Bangkok,” in Cultural Crisis and Social Memory: Modernity and Identity in Thailand 
and Laos, edited by Shigeharu Tanabe and Charles F. Keyes, 243-83 (London & New York: Routledge, 
2002), 247.
47  In September 2014, for instance, New York Times reported that the name of the ousted former Prime Minister 
Thaksin Shinawatra was removed from the new Thai history textbooks refashioned as part of post-2014 coup 
educational reform orchestrated by the military junta (Thomas Fuller, “Loved and Hated, Former Premier 
of Thailand Is Erased from Textbook,” New York Times (September 15, 2014), accessed September 17, 2014, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/16/world/asia/loved-and-hated-thaksin-shinawatra-former-premier-of-
thailand-is-erased-from-textbook.html. 
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 In his discussion of a 1998 ghost film 303 Fear Faith Revenge/303 Kloor Klah Akhaht (dir. 
Somching Srisupap) Knee observes that the protagonists’ desire to investigate a mystery and reveal 
a hidden secret is presented in terms of the ultimate transgression, as the search for the truth is 
equivalent with opening the gateway of hell. The conclusion of the film drives home the familiar 
message that old secrets are better left undisturbed. 303 is by no means unique in this respect, since 
the film’s conciliatory attitude may be said to reflect Thai cultural values of compromise, conflict 
avoidance and self-control. Knee argues: “This desire to keep past wounds from opening, to quietly 
resolve rather than amplify past difficulties, is echoed in the resolutions of […] other Thai horror 
films, which have a way of ending in compromise rather than with the utter vanquishing of an 
opposing force.”48 
In real life, this desire to compromise allows for the silencing of the memories seen as causing 
“disunity” among the people. State censorship is the mechanism that sets the process in motion, 
Thai cultural predilection for preserving harmony and avoiding conflict does the rest. Thai horror 
films, therefore, may resonate with unresolved historical traumas, but are unlikely to meticulously 
reconstruct any events that remain contested sites in Thai historical (and political) consciousness. 
Knee situates his discussion of 303 in the context of several such events, most notably the 
violent political unrest of 1973, 1976 and 1992. Out of these, the 1976 incident is perhaps the most 
relevant to the discussion here since it remains one of the issues Thai films are forbidden to openly 
address until today.49 On 6th October 1976 pro-democratic demonstrations turned into a massacre 
of students and activists on the grounds of Thammasat University in central Bangkok. Thongchai 
Winichakul recollects: “The brutality of that morning, particularly the methods of killing and the 
fact that the crowd, including many youngsters, enjoyed the horrific carnage, was a shock to many 
Thais.”50 Three decades later, few efforts have been made to properly identify all the victims, or locate 
their remains, not to mention bringing those responsible to justice. Even today, the incident remains 
shrouded in mystery and Winichakul stands out as a rare Thai historian who does not shy away from 
discussing it. Most other Thai academics and the Thai public steer clear of the topic, since a massacre 
by the state “does not fit the normative ideology in Thailand for the memorable past. In the context 
of this ideology it resists comprehensibility and remembering.”51 
48  Knee, “Thailand Haunted,” 153.
49  Despite the introduction of the film rating system in 2008, the state censorship of Thai films continues. 
The vague regulations call for the banning of any film that “affects the Monarchy or the democratic form 
of government with the King as Head of State,” an ambiguous statement that seems open to interpretation. 
The events of 6th October 1976 are seen as falling under this category. Some of the recent politically-
motivated bans include Shakespeare Must Die (dir. Ing Kanjanavanit, 2012), which was seen as criticizing the 
current government, and Boundary/Fahtum Pandinsoong (dir. Nontawat Numbenchapol, 2013), which used 
documentary footage seen as unfavourable to Thai national interests at the time of Thai political conflict with 
Cambodia. That second ban was later revoked. 
50  Winichakul, “Remembering/Silencing the Traumatic Past,” 265.
51  Ibid., 246.
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In 1996, twenty years after the incident, Thammasat University was allowed to commemorate 
the victims of the massacre for the first time during a remembrance ceremony, which signalled a 
certain lessening of restrictions previously imposed on the coverage of the topic. Soon after that 
Thai films began to reference the events of 6th October in a more direct manner. Apart from 303, 
three other Thai horror films alluded to the incident in their plots. In Colic/Dek Hen Pee (dir. 
Patchanon Thammajira, 2006), a chronically crying baby was identified as a reincarnation of a 
general responsible for the massacre of the students, haunted by the vengeful ghosts of his victims 
in his next life. One of the episodes of Haunted Universities/Mahalai Sayongkwan (dir. Bunjong 
Sinthanamongkolkul and Sutthiporn Tubtim, 2009) featured an ominous Thammasat red-door 
elevator crammed with the ghosts of the murdered students. Finally, The Meat Grinder/Cheuuat 
Gaawn Chim (dir. Tiwa Moeithaisong, 2009) in a slightly more macabre twist added meatballs 
made from the flesh of dead students to the menu of a nearby noodle restaurant. However, while all 
the three films directly referred to the massacre in their respective plots, the visual representation of 
the event was significantly lacking, inadequate, or obscure. 
Unlike in the films discussed in the previous section which meticulously reconstructed their 
historical moments, here the filmmakers bowed to political pressure and refrained from reproducing 
well-publicized photographic images of the event. The films’ account of what went on at the 
university on that fateful day is not only deliberately vague but also historically inaccurate. We 
see students being chased and executed by soldiers while in reality they were lynched by an angry 
mob of civilians; the students are shown getting shot while they were beaten to death, stabbed or 
even burned alive; they are shown dying inside buildings or in the streets while most of them were 
killed outside, on the university grounds. The most explicit of the three, The Meat Grinder is also 
the most problematic, as it seems the film has managed to merge the popular uprising of 1973 with 
the massacre of 1976 into a single event. The visuals of the three scenes are similarly impoverished. 
You would be excused if you actually missed the whole October 1976 reference in Colic, as it is only 
evident in the fact that the blurry silhouettes of ghosts visible behind the semi-transparent windows 
seem to be dressed in university uniforms, and later confirmed through a quick insert shot of an old 
newspaper with a picture of the general and an image of one of the victims. In Haunted Universities, 
much attention is paid to the students frantically running around the building but the soldiers that 
pursue them are presented as simplistic black silhouettes set against the blazing background light. 
The Meat Grinder opts for a curious collage of close-ups of boots and rifles, and blurred shots of 
running crowds tinted blue, red and orange. This all seems to suggest that either the filmmakers are 
completely ignorant of history or that out of habit, or perhaps so as not to incur the wrath of censors, 
they have deliberately chosen to tone their representation down.52 
52  The events of 6th October 1976 remain a bitter site of contestation until today. On 16 September 2014, 
Khaosod reported that Thammasat University banned its annual commemoration of the 1976 student massacre 
to comply with the military junta’s ban on political activities. See “University Bans Annual Commemoration 
of 1976 Student Massacre,” Khaosod English (September 16, 2014), accessed September 17,  2014, http://www.
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Interestingly, Thai horror films’ fascination with the precise reconstruction and archiving 
of cultural memories related to specific politico-historical moments returns as soon as they turn 
their attention to historical narratives of other countries. Needless to say, in those cases Thai 
filmmakers do not exercise restraint. In 2006, the film of Sarawut Wichensarn, Ghost Game/Laa 
Thaa Phii brought Thailand to the brink of a diplomatic disaster when the filmmakers refused to 
see anything inappropriate in their proposal to shoot a reality TV horror movie inside the actual 
Tuol Sleng (S-21) prison, which in the 1970s saw at least 16,000 people tortured and executed by 
the Pol-Pot regime. When denied a shooting permit by the Cambodian authorities, the filmmakers 
painstakingly reconstructed the prison as a set from the photographs taken on site to give the film 
that extra realistic touch. In the film, several Thai contestants of a reality TV show set inside an 
unnamed Khmer Rouge prison (decorated with piles of skulls and skeletons for a greater effect) 
are asked to impersonate specific prisoners and desecrate the remains of the executed victims of 
genocide to convince the viewers that they are not scared of ghosts. The decision to boycott the 
movie in Cambodia can therefore hardly be seen as surprising.  
While the head of the Cambodian Culture Ministry’s cinema department at the time, Kong 
Kendara, vowed to “confiscate and destroy any copies of the movie in shops in the capital,”53 the 
film producers swore “they never thought [the film] would offend Cambodians.”54 In fact, the 
filmmakers initially strongly denied that their film had anything to do with Cambodian history, 
but finally apologised when they were confronted with the documentation of their research trip 
and their formal request to film on site at S-21.55 The director of the film insisted that he did not 
want “to bring back memories of the genocide but rather to impart a feeling of sorrow along with 
the story”56 but unsurprisingly Cambodians were not convinced and advised that “Thailand should 
parody its own tragedies if it wanted to make light entertainment out of death.”57 
Though Cambodian indignation seems well-deserved, the above remark appears to be 
missing the point that Thai horror films in fact thrive on Thai tragedies, even if not all of them 
can be visually reconstructed in the films in great detail. Since most contemporary horrors tend to 
focus on the figure of the phi tai hong (a vengeful spirit of the violently dead known to congregate 
khaosodenglish.com/detail.php?newsid=1410870701.
53  “Cambodia Fumes at ‘Disrespectful’ Thai Ghost Movie,” Bangkok Post (April 27, 2006), accessed August 20, 
2012, http://www.orientexpat.com/forum/7599-cambodia-fumes-at-disrespectful-thai-ghost-movie. 
54  “Producers of Ghost Game Movie Wish to Officially Apologise to Cambodia,” The Nation (May 4, 2006), 
accessed August 20, 2012, http://www.nationmultimedia.com/homeProducers-of-Ghost-Game-movie-wish-
to-officially-a-30003208.html. 
55  Youk Chhang, “Genocide is Not a Game,” Southern Cross Review 47 (2006), accessed June 24, 2012, http://
www.southerncrossreview.org/47/cambodia.htm. 
56  “Ghostly Reunion,” The Nation (April 25, 2006), accessed June 24, 2012, http://www.nationmultimedia.
com/2006/04/25/entertainment/entertainment_30002475.php.
57  “Cambodia Fumes at ‘Disrespectful’ Thai Ghost Movie.”
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around death sites), relating the plot to an easily recognizable tragic event, be it an accident, murder, 
suicide, or even revolution, is a strategy that saves time and adds much wanted realism to the plot. 
Whenever possible, the traumatic incident is meticulously reconstructed and visualised through a 
series of images instantly recognizable to the Thai audience from its original press coverage. If the 
cultural wound is denied closure due to restrictions on free speech imposed by the authorities, the 
representation of the event becomes more symbolic than iconic. In both cases the films can be said 
to function as archives, collecting and storing available information, documenting and preserving 
cultural memories of the events, and weaving their accounts of history back into the fabric of popular 
culture. Archives, Nora claimed, are sites of crystallized memory and once memory crystallizes it 
turns into history instead. Politically-charged tragic memories, such as the memories of the political 
protests that shook the country in 1973, 1976, 1992, and more recently in 2010 and 2013-2014, 
have frequently been prevented from crystallization by the Thai state censorship apparatus and 
rejected as an official part of history. They resurface in Thai horror films through ghostly returns. 
They may also be seen as responsible for the recent body-turn in Thai horror, where the graphic 
destruction of bodies, visualised through excessive scenes of violent deaths, and the heightened 
corporeality of the ghosts marked by traces of abuse, have been said to represent the unnamed victims 
of state-sanctioned political violence.58 Denied visual representation, these silenced memories may 
not be ready to crystalize into history but they are also far from being forgotten, as the ghosts they 
produce continue to ask the present to account for the past.
Conclusion
While official versions of Thai national history remain rigidly controlled by the state, multiple 
popular ones abound in their place. Whether passed on orally or through local press coverage, small 
scraps of collective memory, however insignificant, eventually crystallize into alternative historical 
accounts. In the late 19th century, Prince Damrong, a reputable Thai historian, conducted a poll at 
the gates of the Grand Palace, which revealed that Bangkokians knew more about the life of the Thai 
favourite ghost, Mae Nak than about King Rama I.59 Today, it seems Thai history is actually being 
taught by its ghosts. 
Thai popular history is decentred, deconstructed and polyphonic in nature, demonstrating 
on multiple occasions that it is the narrative part of history that truly matters rather than the “truth,” 
or the “facts.” The mummified corpse of the cannibal killer, See Uey Sae Ung, grins at the visitors 
58  As argued in Knee’s unpublished paper on the bodies in contemporary Thai horror film presented at the 3rd 
ACSA conference in Bangkok in 2009.
59  Maryvelma O’Neill, Bangkok: A Cultural and Literary History (Oxford: Signal Books, 2008), 13.
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of the Siriraj Medical Museum from its glass coffin. Arrested in 1958, See Uey reportedly killed and 
ate in between five to eight children, although it is also quite likely that the actual number was much 
smaller.60 The museum exhibit offers three strikingly different versions of his story but nobody seems 
to notice their divergence. In a more recent example, on 20 September 2011 the court sentenced the 
owner of the Santika club to three years in prison for criminal negligence. After the sentence, The 
Nation reported that the fire killed 67 people and injured another 103,61 while Bangkok Post insisted 
that there were 66 dead and more than 240 injured.62 Both reports were published at the same time 
and none of them were corrected.
Thai horror films blend in with the existing popular narratives offering yet another account 
of the incidents they portray. By reinforcing the details which have already been accepted as factual, 
they (in)advertently make a documentary claim for their versions of the stories. Thai horror films’ 
insatiable appetite for tragedy is obviously motivated by the conventions of the genre, but the specific 
events that are portrayed in these films were likely chosen because all of them were denied closure. 
Despite the fact that it was proven that the Santika club was licensed only as a noodle shop, had only 
one fire extinguisher, barred windows and unmarked or locked fire exits,63 in 2013 its owner was 
cleared and acquitted following the appeal. Athip, Serm and Wisut have also already been released 
from prison after serving only part of their sentences since they were found eligible for the royal 
pardon. Little has been done to improve the plight of migrant workers and the accusations of human 
trafficking and slave labour are rarely investigated. If the victims continue to be denied justice they 
are bound to linger on as ghosts. If the governments refuse to take responsibility for the suppression 
of the rights of their citizens, the unclaimed bodies of unnamed victims of political violence are likely 
to resurface in the graphic content of body horror films. Like all monsters, Thai ghosts do cultural 
work — they resist forgetting and embed themselves in popular historical narratives. Chances are 
that one day they may help to put to rest the real spectres of the silenced past. ※
60  “Don’t Stay Out after Dark or The Ghost of See Uey Will Eat You,” Chiang Rai Times (July 25, 2011), accessed 
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